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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Research examining age differences in metamemory has consistently found that the 
ability to monitor one‘s memory remains relatively intact as we age.  Recently, 
researchers have been striving to understand the relationship between monitoring and 
control during encoding and retrieval in an effort to find ways of increasing the efficiency 
of learning.  The current study explores the impact of monitoring on performance for 
both younger and older adults in an everyday technology-driven task.  Participants 
learned 20 tasks in Quicken and made judgments of learning (JOLs) about their ability 
to recall a 3-4 step task on a test immediately following training.  The timing (immediate 
vs. delayed) and inclusion of the JOL into the training session varied across the 3 
conditions.  Results suggest that the incorporation of JOLs into the training of these 
tasks improved recall performance for both younger and older adults.  Timing of the JOL 
cue did not impact monitoring accuracy in younger adults, but delayed JOLs improved 
monitoring accuracy in older adults. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Two facts have emerged regarding the modern workplace:  technological advances 
have dramatically and permanently altered the way we conduct business; and our workforce is 
aging, with older individuals occupying a greater percentage of the working population than 
ever before (Johnson, 2004; Ford & Orel, 2005; Hecker, 2005).  Taken together, these trends 
demonstrate a growing need to identify effective training protocols for contemporary 
technology that are sensitive to the needs of the older adult worker (Charness & Czaja, 2006).  
The purpose of the present research is to investigate the potential benefits that metacognitive 
monitoring strategies, such as judgments of learning (JOLs), can offer older adults in the 
acquisition of technology-driven skill during traditional training protocols.  
 

Literature Review 
 

1.1 Age, Metamemory & Monitoring  
 
  It has long been believed by researchers that investigations into the understanding of 
metamemory and its processes would be important in explaining some of the difficulties and 
deficiencies observed in memory performance of older adults (e.g., Bruce, Coyne, & Botwinick, 
1982; Hultsch, 1974; Schmitt, Murphy & Sanders, 1981; Shaw & Craik, 1989).  The term 
―metamemory‖, first coined by Flavell (1971), is defined by Dunlosky and Bjork (2008) as 
people‘s knowledge of, monitoring of, and control of their own learning and memory processes. 

Metacognitive monitoring refers to the subjective assessment of one‘s own thought 
processes and current state of knowledge (Koriat, Ma‘ayan, & Nussinson, 2006). JOLs are one 
contemporary measurement for assessing memory monitoring accuracy during knowledge 
acquisition that previous research (Koriat, 1997; Koriat & Bjork, 2005; Koriat & Goldsmith, 
1996) has found to be reasonably accurate in predicting later test performance.  Given that the 
ability to monitor one‘s memory remains relatively intact as we age (Bieman-Copland & 
Charness, 1994; Connor, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 1997; Dunlosky & Hertzog, 2000; Hertzog, 
Kidder, Powell-Moman & Dunlosky, 2002; Murphy, Schmitt, Caruso, & Sanders; Shaw & Craik, 
1989), cognitive aging researchers have shown interest in investigating the possible impact 
that monitoring strategies and metacognitive judgments may have on the regulation of 
information processing and subsequent behavior in self-paced learning paradigms across the 
adult lifespan (Connor et al., 1997; Dunlosky & Connor, 1997; Koriat & Bjork, 2006; Koriat, 
Ma‘ayan, & Nussinson, 2006).  For example, the incorporation of monitoring techniques into 
traditional training approaches can increase the efficiency of learning (Dunlosky et al., 2007).  
  
1.2 Judgments of Learning 
 

Koriat‘s (1997) cue-utilization approach provides a framework for understanding the 
factors that affect the accuracy of JOLs.  It defines three classes of cues that individuals may 
utilize when making predictions about future recall performance:  intrinsic, extrinsic, and 
mnemonic.  The first class of cues—intrinsic cues—consists of characteristics of the stimuli 
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(study or test items) that predict the items‘ a priori difficulty of learning (Koriat, 1997).  Two 
relevant examples of intrinsic cues are number of steps within any given task and degree of 
relatedness of the study items.  Extrinsic cues, such as available study time, number of study 
trials, and practice strategies, comprise the second class of cues and deal with the encoding 
operations of the learner and the conditions of learning.  The third class of cues—mnemonic 
cues—refers to internal indicators that inform individuals of the extent of learning and 
probability of future recall for an item (Koriat, 1997).  Mnemonic cues include, but are not 
limited to, encoding fluency/ease of acquisition, retrieval fluency, cue familiarity, and 
accessibility of target information (Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992; Kelley & Lindsay, 1993). 

In addition to different classes of cues, timing of the JOL has a strong effect on relative 
accuracy in predicting future recall performance (Kelemen, 2000; Maki, 1998; Nelson & 
Dunlosky, 1991).  Specifically, predictions in a paired associate paradigm are remarkably 
accurate when the JOL is delayed for several minutes after study.  Nelson and Dunlosky‘s 
(1991) delayed-JOL effect was defined by comparing the relative accuracy of JOLs collected 
after a short delay to the relative accuracy of JOLs collected immediately after study.  One 
possible explanation for this effect is that the delay between stimulus presentation and the JOL 
prompt leads individuals to attempt retrieval of the previously studied item prior to making their 
predictions (Kelemen & Weaver, 1997; Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; Spellman & Bjork, 1992).  It 
should be noted that while there may be a broad range of conditions under which the delayed-
JOL effect is found, it is not always present for complex stimuli such as text (Connor, 
Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 1997; Kelemen, 2000; Maki, 1998). 

 
1.3 Age, Training, & Technology 
 

The social relevance of research examining age differences in the ability and 
willingness to learn and adopt novel technologies is no longer in dispute, as the incorporation 
of technology into our everyday lives has become fundamental to the independence and social 
connectedness of citizens in the industrialized world (Mead, Batsakes, Fisk, & Mykityshyn, 
1999; Mead & Fisk, 1998; Rogers, Fisk, Mead, Walker, & Cabrera, 1996).  However, recently 
published findings from the Center for Research and Education on Aging and Technology 
Enhancement (CREATE) indicate that a high percentage of older adults report feelings of 
lower computer self-efficacy relative to younger adults, despite having prior experience with 
computers (Czaja et al., 2006).   

One training recommendation that has been shown to increase self-efficacy and 
willingness to learn while alleviating anxiety is the establishment of clearly defined training 
goals (Hollis-Sawyer & Sterns, 1999).  The reluctance of older adults to adopt unfamiliar or 
new technologies may also be mitigated by the availability of hands-on training and practice 
opportunities (Rogers et al., 1996).  In principle, the guidelines highlighted above can help to 
create technology training programs that meet the needs of all learners (Van Gerven, Paas, 
and Tabbers, 2006).  The current experiment explores whether age-related differences in JOL 
accuracy for technology-driven tasks are influenced by the timing of the JOL cue and/or the 
individual participants‘ a priori computer self-efficacy beliefs.  

Callahan, Kiker, and Cross (2003) found self-paced, one-on-one training sessions to be 
particularly beneficial to performance in a meta-analysis examining the effects of multiple 
training methods (supplemental materials, self-pacing, feedback, group size, lecture, modeling, 
and active participation) on training outcomes with older adults.  Self-monitoring by older adults 
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through a self-testing technique is effective in increasing the efficiency of training and 
enhancing performance, particularly during self-paced study (Dunlosky et al., 2007).  In a study 
of blocked versus random practice schedules, Jamieson and Rogers (2000) suggest that 
specific practice schedules, particularly those that are distributed over time, help older adults 
overcome limited computer experience and reduce age-related performance gaps on testing.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 

RESEARCH AIMS 
 
 
The current experiment addressed two goals.  The first was to determine if the chosen 

research paradigm successfully mapped onto the traditional JOL paradigms, such that 
individuals‘ predictions of their own future performance, made during complex skill training, 
reflect functional properties of metacognitive monitoring.  Traditional JOL paradigms typically 
utilize verbal learning tasks, such as paired-associates or word lists, where the relationship 
among the materials can be tightly controlled according to experimentally relevant parameters 
(e.g., concreteness, relatedness, emotionality, frequency of use).  In contrast, the constraints 
of many everyday tasks are not well defined and often difficult to control.  Due to the complex 
nature of the technology-driven tasks in the current experiment, the cues employed to make 
immediate and delayed JOLs are more similar to the cues used by Maki and colleagues to 
study learning predictions and performance on a text comprehension task than to those used 
in the aforementioned verbal learning tasks (Maki & Serra, 1992; Maki, 1998).  The current 
experiment evaluated the reliability of JOLs made during the acquisition of skills in technology-
driven tasks.  Namely, it ascertained the extent to which immediate and delayed JOLs made 
during training are predictive of future ability to recall and perform a series of steps in a 
technology-driven task.   

The second aim of this thesis project was to examine how the timing of the JOL 
(immediate or delayed) affects the absolute and relative accuracy of predictions made by 
younger and older adults for technology-driven tasks.  Relative accuracy is defined as the 
degree to which participants can accurately predict how well they will perform one task relative 
to another; absolute accuracy is defined as the degree to which participants can predict the 
actual percentage of accurate performances for a set of tasks that receive the same JOLs.  In 
terms of both relative and absolute monitoring accuracy, delayed JOLs have been found to be 
remarkably accurate for both younger and older adults prompted with stimulus-only cues at 
time of prediction (Connor et al., 1997).  When assessing age differences in absolute 
accuracy, younger adults typically underestimate future recall performance, whereas older 
adults typically overestimate future recall performance in a paired-associate learning task 
(Connor et al., 1997; Hertzog et al., 2002).  However, these findings regarding JOLs and age 
may not hold true when the task is more technological in nature, as an individual‘s computer 
self-efficacy beliefs and computer anxiety could influence predictions (Czaja et al., 2006).  The 
current experiment explored whether age-related differences in JOL accuracy for technology-
driven tasks were influenced by the timing of the JOL cue and/or the individual participants‘ a 
priori computer self-efficacy beliefs.   

 
2.1 Hypotheses 
 

Given that the tasks in this study are technology-driven it is expected that computer self-
efficacy will have an impact on absolute accuracy (calibration) in the immediate JOL condition 
that will result in the opposite of what holds true for most verbal learning tasks.  That is, it is 
predicted that there will be a significant effect of age on calibration, such that younger adults 
(who are predicted to have high self-efficacy) are expected to be significantly overconfident 
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about their ability to recall the trained tasks and older adults (who are predicted to have low 
self-efficacy) are expected to be significantly underconfident.  In the delayed JOL condition, 
self-efficacy may impact calibration, but due to the strong effect of delayed JOLs on monitoring 
accuracy it is not expected to be as influential as in the immediate JOL condition.  Therefore, 
because mean JOL and mean recall are expected to be roughly equal to one another it is 
predicted that there will only be a significant main effect for age, such that younger adults are 
expected to be calibrated significantly better than older adults, but neither a main effect of 
measure, nor an interaction between age and measure are expected.   

The current experiment also explores the impact of timing of the JOL cue and age on 
relative accuracy.  It is predicted that there will be a significant main effect for timing of the JOL 
cue, such that gamma correlation will be higher for the delayed JOL condition than for the 
immediate JOL condition.  However, it is not expected that there will be a main effect of age, 
nor an interaction of age and JOL condition.  In short, the current experiment is expected to 
replicate and extend the delayed JOL effect to an applied task.   

Finally, the current experiment will explore the impact of monitoring and age on recall.  
Given the wealth of empirical evidence that younger adults typically perform better than older 
adults on a wide variety of tasks (e.g., Salthouse, 2009), it is predicted that there will be a 
significant main effect for age, such that younger adults are expected to perform significantly 
better than older adults on both measures (overall task accuracy and percent task accuracy) 
for the recall task.   
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHOD 
 
 
3.1 Participants 
 

Thirty-six younger adults (undergraduates recruited from an introductory psychology 
class at Florida State University, Mage = 20.5, SD = 2.82; 53% female) and thirty-six older 
adults (recruited from the surrounding communities and the existing CREATE II subject pool, 
Mage = 70.4, SD = 5.63; 50% female) participated in this study.  All participants were 
administered the Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire (SPMSQ; Pfeiffer, 1975) and  
Logical Memory subtest of the Wechsler Memory Scale III (WMS-III; Wechsler, 1997) to 
screen for cognitive and short-term memory impairments.  Only participants with intact (0-2 
errors) scores on the SPMSQ and passing (Story A ≥ 7 and Story B ≥ 5 for adults 18-54 and 
Story A ≥ 6 and Story B ≥ 4 for adults 55-80+) scores on the WMS-III met the criteria for 
inclusion in this study.  Additionally, all participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
and hearing, and did not have arthritis in their hands to the extent that it was difficult for them 
to write and/or use a stylus, mouse, or touchpad. 

 
3.2 Materials and Equipment  
 

Software.  Quicken Deluxe 2009 by Intuit, Inc. was chosen because it was an off-the-
shelf software program tailored for use by the general public that offered the flexibility of 
multiple task options without much, if any, overlap.  Due to the interest in age differences on 
test performance, it was believed that both the younger and older adults in this study would 
have little-to-no experience1 with Quicken and that the trained tasks would be novel for both 
age groups.   

In order to ensure that precise response accuracy information was recorded for each 
participant, a program for the participant sessions was created using C# so that each stylus 
tap and stroke, each keystroke, and each touch on the touchpad or click made with a mouse 
during the training and testing phases for the twenty tasks was captured.  This program also 
recorded reaction times for both the training and test phase tasks.  During the training section 
of the session, for participants in the JOL conditions, the program recorded each participant‘s 
predictions regarding testing performance for each task (immediate or delayed JOLs).  The C# 
program was not able to record accuracy data during testing.  Camtasia Studio version 6 by 
TechSmith Corporation was used to record all actions that took place on the desktop, and that 
was used to assess performance accuracy. 

Tutorials/instructions.  Concise instructions for the twenty Quicken tasks (e.g., adding 
an account) was presented to the participants in a manual-based tutorial during the training 
phase of the experimental protocol.  Each of the twenty tutorials contained within the manual 
was comprised of the essential steps (3 or 4 steps per target task) necessary for the 

                                                        
1
 Participants were not asked about their experience with Quicken during the pre-screening process. Out of the 

seventy-two individuals who participated in this study, only three (2 older adults and 1 younger adult) reported 
having prior experience with Quicken or Quick Books.  Data collected from these 3 individuals were not excluded 
from the analyses. 
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participant to be able to complete the requested task on the computer on his/her own (see 
Table 1 for a complete list of tasks and number of steps)  .  The first pages in the manual 
outlined the structure of the experimental session and explicitly stated the goal that participants 
should be striving to achieve in acquiring the tasks; specifically, that during a later test phase 
they would be asked to accurately complete each task, in the correct order, free from any 
errors, and without reference to the manual2.  Each subsequent page in the manual contained 
the title of the current task; precise directions on how to carry out an individual step in the task, 
and a corresponding screen capture of the visual image in software application3 (see 
Appendix: A).   

 
3.3 Design and Procedure 
 

The current experiment utilized a 2 (Age: young vs. old) x 3 (Monitoring: immediate 
JOLs vs. delayed JOLs vs. no JOLs) between-subjects design.  Participants were randomly 
assigned to one of three monitoring conditions, with (12 younger and 12 older adults) in each 
of the three conditions (see Table 2).  All participants were tested individually. The session 
lasted approximately 90 minutes and consisted of a guided-action (step-by-step) manual-
based and experimenter-guided training phase for twenty tasks and an immediate testing 
phase.  The presentation order of the twenty tasks was randomized across participants and re-
randomized between each phase of the session.  In the immediate JOL condition, participants 
were asked to make JOLs immediately following the accurate completion of each of the tasks.  
In the delayed JOL condition, participants were asked to make two consecutive JOLs following 
the accurate completion of a block of two tasks (see Figure 1 for further contrast of the two 
monitoring conditions).  All JOLs were collected electronically.    

Training phase.  After obtaining an informed consent and prior to beginning the training 
phase, participants were asked to complete a shortened version of the Attitudes Toward 
Computers Questionnaire (ATCQ; Jay & Willis, 1992), a 35-item scale assessing attitudes 
towards computers on the following dimensions:  comfort, efficacy, gender equality, control, 
interest, dehumanization, and utility.  Specifically, participants answered the 15 questions that 
pertained to comfort, efficacy, and interest.   

After listening to an overview that briefly detailed the 3 phases of the experimental 
session, participants were instructed to carefully study the steps for each of the tasks in order 
to accurately complete them on a later performance test.  Steps within a task needed to be 
completed in the correct order without referencing the manual and free from errors in order to 
be considered accurately completed.  If participants were in one of the two monitoring 
conditions they received additional information about the confidence ratings they would be 
asked to provided during their training/practice phase. 

                                                        
2
 These pages were read aloud to participants by the experimenter.  These directions were also incorporated into 

the computer program that was written for this study, such that they appeared in a welcome screen prior to the 
training/practice phase of the session. 
3
 Six of the tasks contained an additional page that contained the title of the current task and a corresponding 

screen capture, but no task directions.  These additional pages were added to clear up any misunderstanding 
participants might have had regarding the final images that would be displayed when those particular tasks were 
considered complete. 
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Immediately following orientation, participants began the training phase for the first task.  
A specific Quicken file opened and the name of the task appeared at the top of the screen.  
Participants were then asked to perform each step as it was presented in the manual on the 
computer.  Participants had to complete all steps in order for a given task before being allowed 
to practice the task on their own; this took approximately 30 s (see Figure 2 for illustration).  
Tasks were presented at a fixed rate of approximately two minutes (original learning phase 
with manual and experimenter assistance plus a 90 s practice phase) per task (see Figure 3 
for illustration).  In the immediate JOL condition, when the allotted presentation time for the 
task was over, the name of the task appeared at the top of the screen and the following cue 
appeared:  ―How confident are you that after this training session, approximately ‗X‘ minutes 
from now, you will be able to accurately perform all the steps in this task in the correct order, 
from memory, when shown only the task name displayed above?‖ Participants rated their 
ability to on a scale ranging from 0% (definitely will not perform accurately) to 100% (definitely 
will perform accurately) (see Figure 4 for illustration).  The minutes in the cue for immediate 
condition began at 38 minutes for the 1st task presented and counted down in two-minute 
increments for each subsequent task presented.  In the delayed JOL condition, when the 
allotted presentation time for the task was over, the current file closed and another Quicken file 
was opened and participants completed a learning and practice phase for a second task 
before being presented with a cue to rate their ability to perform each of those tasks.  The cue 
for the 1st task was presented before the cue for the 2nd task4.  The minutes in the cue for 
delayed condition began at 36 minutes for the 1st pair of tasks presented and counted down in 
four-minute increments for each subsequent pair of tasks presented. Following the completion 
of the JOLs, in both cases, the name of the next task would appear, and so on until all twenty 
tasks and corresponding JOLs are completed. 

Testing phase.  The testing phase immediately followed the training phase and 
consisted of 20 test tasks—one for each task previously trained and practiced.   For each test 
task, participants were prompted with the name of the task and then asked to complete the 
steps for that task as accurately as possible.  Participants were given a maximum of 90 s to 
complete each test task. 
 
 

                                                        
4
 The delay between the presentation of the task for training and the cue may not have been the same for all 

tasks in this condition.  Specifically, it may have been shorter for the 2
nd

 task in each pair. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

RESULTS 
 
 
4.1 Measures 
 

Task performance.  Test performance was evaluated in two ways:  proportional global 
task accuracy (percentage of all tasks completed accurately) and proportional within task step 
accuracy (percentage of steps accurately completed within each task)5.   

Monitoring accuracy.  Relative accuracy is defined as the degree to which participants 
can accurately predict how well they will perform one item relative to another.  Relative 
accuracy of immediate and delayed JOLs in predicting cued-recall was operationalized by 
computing a Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlation (G) between JOL and test performance for 
each participant (Nelson, 1984).  Gammas that approach +1, which ranges from -1 to +1, 
indicate greater relative accuracy during monitoring (Nelson, 1984).   

Absolute accuracy is defined as the degree to which participants can predict the actual 
percentage of accurate performances for a set of tasks.  For example, if a participant correctly 
answered 50% of the items they gave JOLs of 50%, they would be perfectly calibrated.  
Absolute accuracy was assessed by computing the magnitude of difference between each 
participant‘s mean prediction (JOL) of future performance and their subsequent performance.  
Individual calibration scores were also computed for each participant by taking the absolute 
value of the difference between the mean confidence judgment and mean performance and 
then dividing by the total number of observations.  Overconfidence, underconfidence, or 
perfect calibration of participants was determined by plotting calibration curves depicting how 
well the values for immediate and delayed JOLs match actual performance.   
 
 4.2 Performance 
 
 For both measures of recall (the percentage of all tasks completed accurately, and the 
percentage of steps accurately completed within each task), a 3 (no JOL, immediate JOL, 
delayed JOL) by 2 (younger vs. older) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to explore 
the impact of judgment condition and age on recall.  The ANOVA for overall test performance, 
the percentage of tasks completed accurately, revealed a significant main effect for age, F (1, 
66) = 27.82, p = .001, η2 = .30, such that younger adults performed a greater percentage of 
tasks correctly than did older adults.  See Table 3 for a summary of descriptive statistics for all 
key measures.  The ANOVA for overall test performance also revealed a significant main effect 
for condition, F (2, 66) = 24.15 p = .001, η2 = .42, such that participants in the two monitoring 
conditions (immediate JOL and delayed JOL) performed better than participants in the control 
(no JOL) condition.  There was no significant interaction between age group and condition, F 
(2, 66) = 1.75, p = .18, η2 = .05 (see Figure 5).   Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test 
confirmed these findings, indicating that the mean score for the immediate JOL group was not 
significantly different from the mean score for the delayed JOL group, F (1, 66) = 1.09, p = .574 

                                                        

5
 As would be expected, these measures are highly correlated, r (72) = .88. 
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and that the control group was significantly different from both the immediate, F (1, 66) = 
41.73, p < .001, d = 1.6; and delayed JOL groups F (1, 66) = 29.71, p < .001, d = 1.4.  

The ANOVA for test performance examining the percentage of steps within tasks 
completed accurately revealed both a significant main effect for age, F (1, 66) 29.72, p < .001, 
η2 = .31 and a significant main effect for condition, F (2, 66) = 19.76, p = .001, η2 = .38.  
However, these main effects were qualified by a significant interaction between age group and 
condition, F (2, 66) = 6.54, p = .003, η2 = .17, such that the effect of condition on percentage of 
task accuracy is different for the two age groups (see Figure 6).   Five post-hoc analyses were 
conducted to probe this interaction using a Bonferroni protected p value of .01.   In the control 
group, younger adults performed significantly better than older adults, F (1, 66) = 30.44, p < 
.001, d = .65.  There was no difference in performance between younger and older adults in 
the delayed JOL condition, F (1, 66) = .192, p =.66, d = .05.  In the immediate JOL condition, 
younger adults performed significantly better than older adults, F (1, 66) = 12.15, p = .001, d = 
.41.  Given the strong effect of age in the control condition, both age groups were then 
compared separately; both with JOLs and without JOLs.  Younger adults in the monitoring 
conditions did not perform significantly better than younger adults in the control group, F (1, 
66) = 5.72, p = .02, d = .28.  Older adults in the monitoring conditions did perform significantly 
better than older adults in the control condition, F (1, 66) = 42.21, p < .001, d = .77. 

 
4.3 Calibration 
 
 A 2 (timing of JOL: immediate vs. delayed) by 2 (measure: mean JOL vs. mean recall) 
by 2 (age: younger vs. older) mixed-model ANOVA, where timing of JOL and age are between-
subjects and measure is within-subjects, was conducted to explore the impact of timing of the 
JOL cue and age on calibration.  The ANOVA examining the difference between average 
confidence and average performance did not reveal a significant main effect for age, F < 1, but 
there was a marginally significant main effect for condition, F (1, 44) = 3.60, p = .06, η2 = .08.  
However, these results were qualified by a significant interaction between age group and 
condition, F (1, 44) = 8.95, p = .005, η2 = .83 (see Figure 7).  Two post-hoc analyses were 
conducted to probe this interaction using a Bonferroni protected p value of .025.  For the older 
adults, delayed JOLs significantly reduced overconfidence F (1, 44) = 11.95, p = .001, d = .50.  
For the younger adults, delayed JOLs did not reduce overconfidence F (1, 44) = .60, p = .44, d 
= .11.  These findings suggest that overall, both younger and older adults were overconfident 
in their predictions of recall during testing and that while younger adults‘ confidence ratings 
didn‘t change as a function of condition, older adults were significantly less overconfident when 
they made delayed JOLs.  Additionally, calibration curves were plotted to further examine the 
relationship between predictions and performance accuracy (see see Figures 8 & 9) 
   
4.4 Resolution 
 
 In accordance with the literature examining relative accuracy participant confidence 
judgments for each of the tasks were assigned to one of 11 possible levels of probability (0, 1-
10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70, 71-80, 81-90, and 91-100) (Koriat & Goldsmith, 
1996).  Following recommendations made by Mason and Rotello (2009), two measures of 
relative accuracy were computed, gamma and AZ, an accuracy measure based on receiver 
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operating characteristics (ROC‘s).  Az  is a measure of discriminability which estimates the area 
under the ROC curve.    

A gamma correlation was computed for each participant and then treated as a measure 
of relative accuracy of the task by task predictions.  The average gamma for the group was .05 
(SD = .45) was not significantly different than zero, t (36) = .626, p = .54, which indicated that 
the relative predictive accuracy for both age groups was not above-chance. Due to the fact that 
the delayed JOL effect was expected to be replicated within the confines of the current study, a 
2 (timing of JOL: immediate vs. delayed) by 2 (age: younger vs. older) between-subjects 
ANOVA was conducted to explore the impact of timing of JOL cue and age on relative 
accuracy despite the fact that the t test indicated otherwise.  There was no main effect of 
condition, F = 1.30, p = .26, η2 = .03, or age group, F < 1, on relative accuracy, indicating that 
both younger and older adults showed poor relative accuracy regardless of JOL condition. 

Az was also computed for each participant as an additional measure of relative 
accuracy.  The average Az for the group was .51 (SD = .10), which was not significantly 
different than .5, t (47) = .89, p = 38.  Due to the fact that the delayed JOL effect was expected 
to be replicated within the confines of the current study, A 2 (timing of JOL: immediate vs. 
delayed) by 2 (age: younger vs. older) between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to further 
explore the impact of timing of the JOL cue and age on relative accuracy despite the fact that 
the t test indicated otherwise.  The ANOVA examining the effect of condition on relative 
accuracy using Az did not reveal any significant main effect of age group, F (1, 44) < .001, p = 
.98, η2 < .001 or of JOL condition, F (1, 44) = 2.617, p = .11, η2 = .06, indicating that both 
younger and older adults showed poor monitoring accuracy on a second measure of 
discrimination (see Table 4 for mean gamma and Az for each condition by age). 

 
4.5 Impact of Self-efficacy 
 
 A hierarchical multiple regression was done to assess the hypothesis that self-efficacy 
would interact with timing of JOL and that overconfidence would decrease with age, but only in 
the immediate JOL condition for the technology-driven task.  Age, condition (immediate or 
delayed), and self-efficacy were entered as the first step of this model.  This step was not 
significant, nor were any main effects, R2 = .087, F (3, 38) = 1.21, p = .32 indicating that self-
efficacy, age, and condition were unrelated to calibration.  The interactions of age and 
condition, condition and self efficacy, and age and self efficacy were entered in as the second 
step.  This step was significant.  Δ R2   = .194 F (3, 35) = 3.15, p < .05. Only the interaction of 
age and condition were significant in this step, b = - .38, t (35) = - 2.96, p < .01.  In the third 
step the three-way interaction of age, condition, and self-efficacy was entered and was not 
significant Δ R2 = .018 F (1, 34) = .86, p = .36 (see Table 5 for full results).  The interaction of 
age and condition in the second step of this model was probed by setting immediate JOL as 
zero to test the slope of age within this group, as suggested by Cohen, Cohen, West, and 
Aiken (2004), this slope was not significant, b = .14, t (35) = 1.54, p = .13.  When delayed JOL 
was set as zero the slope of age was significant, b = -.24, t (35) = -2.66, p < .05 reflecting 
again that older adults were significantly less overconfident in the delayed condition.  
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4.6 Basis of JOL’s 
 
 A series of analyses were done to examine the cue basis of JOLs.  Two potential cues 
were considered: the number of steps in a task and study order.  Half of the items required 3 
steps to complete and half required 4.  Participants may have judged items containing more 
steps as more difficult, and as such would assign those items lower JOLs.  The gamma 
between the number of steps (3 or 4) and binned confidence ratings was computed for each 
participant.  The average gamma for the group was -.18 (SD = .46), which was significantly 
different than zero, one sample t (36) = -2.42, p = .02, and did not differ as a function of age 
group, F (1, 33) = .31, p = .58, η2 = .01 or JOL condition, F (1, 33) = 1.11, p = .30, η2 = .03, nor 
did they interact, F (1, 33) = 1.18, p = .29, η2 = .03. 
 Was participant accuracy lower for longer tasks?  The mean overall task accuracy and 
percent task accuracy for number of steps in a task (3 vs. 4) was computed for each 
participant.  A 2 (timing of JOL: immediate vs. delayed) by 2 (measure: mean JOL vs. mean 
recall) by 2 (age: younger vs. older) mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA was conducted 
to evaluate the effect of number of steps on overall task accuracy. There was a significant 
main effect of step with participant overall task accuracy being greater for 3-step (M = .56, SD 
= .02) task than 4-step (M = .433, SD = .03) tasks, F (1, 44) = 16.641, p < .001, η2 = .27, but 
there were no interactions with age, F (1, 44) = 3.49, p = .07, η2 =. 07 or condition F (1, 44) = 
.58, p = .45, η2 = .01, nor was the three-way interaction significant F (1, 44) = .23, p = .63, η2 = 
.016.  A 2 (timing of JOL: immediate vs. delayed) by 2 (measure: mean JOL vs. mean recall) by 
2 (age: younger vs. older) mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to 
evaluate the effect of number of steps on percent task accuracy. There was a significant main 
effect of step with participant percent task accuracy being greater for 3-step task than 4-step 
tasks, F (1, 44) = 24.77, p < .001, η2 = .36, but there were no interactions with age, F (1, 44) = 
2.39, p = .13, η2 =. 05 or condition F (1, 44) = 1.17, p = .28, η2 = .03, nor was the three-way 
interaction significant F (1, 44) = .01, p = .94, η2 = < .001.   

A series of analyses were done to examine order as another potential cue for JOLs.  
There were a total of 20 tasks.  Participants may have judged later items as less likely to be 
recalled because of interference from earlier items and so would give later items lower JOLs.  
The gamma between order of study and binned confidence ratings was computed for each 
participant to determine if study order was used as a cue for JOLs.  The average gamma for 
the group was -.34 (SD = .58), which was significantly different than zero, t (37) = -3.65, p = 
.001, and did not differ as a function of age group, F (1, 33) = 1.22, p = .28, η2 = .04 or JOL 
condition, F (2, 33) = 2.11, p = .14, η2 = .11, nor did they interact, F (1, 33) = .11, p = .74, η2 = 
.003. 
 Was participants‘ performance related to the order in which they studied tasks?  The 
gamma correlation between study order and accuracy was computed for each participant to 
evaluate the validity of study order as a cue for making JOLs.  The average gamma for the 
group was .11 (SD = .33) which was significantly different than zero, t (71) = -2.92, p = .005.  

                                                        
6
 An alternative way to assess cue validity is by computing the gamma correlation between the number of steps in 

a task (3 vs. 4) and accuracy.  The average gamma for the group was -.25 (SD = .39) which was significantly 
different than zero, t (69) = -5.26, p < .001.  Cue diagnosticity did not differ as a function of age group, F (1, 64) = 
2.4, p = .13, η2

 = .04 or JOL condition, F (2, 64) = .52, p = .60, η2
 = .02, nor did the two factors interact, F (2, 64) = 

.31, p = .73, η2
 = .01. 
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There was a main effect of age for the relationship between performance and study order, F 
(1, 66) = 5.10, p = .03, η2 = .07, with older adults performing better on more recently studied 
tasks (Molder = .20, SD = .29; Myounger = .03, SD = .29).  There was no effect of JOL condition, F 
(2, 66) = .92, p = .41, η2 = .03, nor did the two factors interact, F (2, 66) = .22, p = .79, η2 = .01. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
 
This study indicates that JOLs could be more than just a method of measuring 

metamemory and monitoring, they may also be used to enhance learning in challenging 
everyday tasks.  An exciting application of these results is that JOLs may be especially useful 
in training older adults, who previous research and this current study have shown do not 
spontaneously monitor learning (Murphy et al., 1981), and/or monitor their learning less 
frequently than younger adults (Murphy et al., 1987), and appear to benefit greatly from being 
forced to self-monitor.  While this was an unexpected finding, its potential applications should 
not be ignored and warrants further research. 

These statements are supported by the following findings:   Judgments of learning, 
regardless of timing, increased global task accuracy for participants regardless of age.  The 
incorporation of JOLs into the task training proved to be more beneficial to older adults than 
younger adults on percent task accuracy.  Predictions of future recall made by both age groups 
were overconfident in both monitoring conditions, but delaying the JOL significantly helped 
older adults improve their calibration.   

One of the design features of this study that sets it apart from other studies utilizing 
JOLs is that it included a non-JOL control group in an effort to determine the impact of JOLs on 
recall performance.  The extremely large effect sizes for the differences between JOL and non-
JOL conditions, d = 1.6 and d = 1.4 for the immediate JOL and delayed JOL conditions 
respectively, help to illustrate the extent to which JOLs significantly improved recall accuracy 
for both age groups.  JOLs were not only effective at increasing the number of tasks that could 
be recalled 100% accurately for both age groups, but also at significantly increasing the 
number of steps within those tasks that could be recalled accurately by older adults.  Younger 
adults demonstrated better recall accuracy on both global and percent task measures than 
older adults did - with one exception:  delayed JOLs increased the percent task accuracy of 
older adults to the extent that their performance was not significantly different younger adults in 
the delayed JOL condition. 
 Contrary to my hypothesis, neither timing of the JOL nor computer self-efficacy had any 
significant impact on calibration in younger adults; individuals in both monitoring conditions 
consistently overestimated their ability to perform the tasks in this study accurately during the 
testing phase and no relationship was found between overconfidence and computer self-
efficacy in the immediate JOL group. Older adults were not underconfident, as it was predicted 
they would be, but rather overconfident about their ability to perform the tasks accurately 
during the testing phase - this finding is consistent with other studies examining age 
differences in metamemory (Bruce et al., 1982; Connor et al., 1997; Murphy et al., 1981; 
Hertzog et al., 2002; Shaw & Craik, 1989) and suggests that neither the technology-driven 
nature of these tasks nor computer self-efficacy influenced the behavior of older adults within 
the confines of this study.  Timing of the JOL cue influenced calibration in only one instance; 
older adults in delayed JOL condition were significantly less overconfident than older adults in 
the immediate JOL condition.  

This study failed to replicate the delayed JOL effect.  Two measures of relative accuracy 
(G and Az) revealed that older and younger adults in both monitoring conditions showed poor 
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monitoring accuracy.  These findings suggest that people‘s confidence ratings, regardless of 
age or condition, did not discriminate between items they would or would not recall during 
testing.  However, since F > 1, it is important to note that the main effect of JOL condition on 
relative accuracy might have reached significance with a larger sample size.  

Experimenter observations made during participant sessions led to a series of 
exploratory analyses to trying to understand what characteristics of this task participants might 
using as a basis for making their JOLs.  Were number of steps within a task used to judge an 
item as more or less difficult such that tasks that contained 4 steps received lower JOLs and 
tasks that contained 3 steps received higher JOLs?  Indeed, some participants did base their 
predictions on length of task.  Was this strategy effective in determining the likelihood of 
performing a task accurately during testing?  Moderately, the gamma correlation between 
number of steps and accuracy was -.25, indicating that as number of steps increased accuracy 
decreased.   

Participants in this study were asked to learn 20 tasks at a rate of approximately 2 
minutes per task and take a test on them approximately 40 minutes after they began training 
on the first task.  Did participants assign lower JOLs to later tasks and higher JOLs to earlier 
tasks?  Very much so, many participants relied heavily on order when making their predictions 
of future performance.  In most instances, confidence ratings decreased as the task continued.  
Order did not prove to be a particularly effective basis for determining the likelihood of 
performing a task accurately during testing. 

Overall, the JOLs made during this technology-driven study were not predictive of future 
ability to recall and perform a series of steps in a task.  One possible explanation for the 
pervasive overconfidence observed in this study can be found in Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, and Bar 
(2004), where they found that forgetting increased as a function of the delay between JOL and 
recall.  Approximately 40 minutes elapsed between the presentation of the first task for training 
and the test, which may simply be too long of a delay for a complex task such as this.  If 
exploration of relative accuracy is not a concern (it typically requires at least 20 observations to 
find a reliable effect), then shortening the task may reveal that JOLs are predictive of ability to 
recall and perform a short series of tasks. 

The act of making a JOL, regardless when it was made, significantly improved 
performance on this task.  However, it is difficult to ascertain exactly why that is.  For instance, 
did characteristics of the cues increase the likelihood of recalling and performing this task?  
Did participants attempt to recall the steps within the task before making their JOL?  If they did, 
were they able to accurately recall all the steps in the task and could that recall be equivalent 
to practice-retention test; helping to promote long-term retention and creating a testing effect 
(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006)?  Further research is warranted to understand the relationship 
between the JOL and performance on this task, if for no other reason than to understand why 
they were so effective at improving recall in older adults. 
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Table 1.    

    

Quicken Tasks 

    

Name Number of Steps* 

    

Add Account 4 

Adjust Interest 4 

Analyze Vacation Budget 4 

Categorize Charge 3 

Create Tag 3 

Edit Reminder 4 

Enter Additional Withholding 4 

Find Deduction Description 4 

Generate Report 4 

Graph Spending 3 

Input Charge 3 

Log Paycheck 3 

Modify Loan 4 

New Category 4 

Rename Account 3 

Review Retirement Plan 3 

Schedule Deposit 4 

Set Up Alert 3 

Tag Transaction 3 

View Cash Flow 3 

    

Note. *Ten 3-steps tasks and ten 4-step tasks. 
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Table 2.     

     

Participant Assignment to Monitoring Conditions 

     

 N* Condition 

   

     

Group 1 24 Immediate JOL 

     

Group 2 24 Delayed JOL 

     

Group 3 24 No JOL (Control) 

     

     

Note. *12 younger adults, 12 older adults per group. 
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Table 3.       

       

Summary of Descriptive Statistics 

       

 Immediate Delayed Control 

       

Measure Younger Older Younger Older Younger Older 

       

Task 
accuracy 

59.1(9.25) 42.92(11.17) 51.25(16.53) 44.58(7.82) 39.58(9.16) 22.50(7.83) 

Mean 
(SD)     

  

       

Step 
accuracy 

72.96(8.72) 58.24(8.67) 66.28(14.07) 64.43(8.42) 60.87(11.21) 37.59(9.75) 

Mean 
(SD)     

  

       

JOL 86.27(10.39) 83.11(18.29) 83.85(15.13) 60.17(19.57)   

Mean 
(SD)     

  

       

Calibration 27.10(9.11) 40.19(20.61) 32.60(20.12) 15.59(17.39)   

Mean 
(SD)     

  

       

Note. * Confidence ratings were not collected for participants in the control condition. 
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Table 4.      

      

Means of Gamma and Az * 

      

 Immediate Delayed 

     

Measure Younger Older Younger Older 

     

Gamma (γ) 0(.46) .31(.46) -.01(.49) -.03(.42) 

Mean (SD)     

     

Az .52(.08) .55(.10) .50(.13) .48(.10) 

Mean (SD)     

     

     

Note. *Means reported are for binned gamma and binned Az. 
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Table 5.       

     
  

Summary of Multiple Regression of age, Computer Self Efficacy 
(CSE), timing of JOL, and the interaction of timing of JOL and CSE on 
Calibration (N=42). CSE is centered to address Collinearity with the 
interaction term as suggested by Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 
2004) 

 

       

Variable B SEM β f2 R2 Δ R2 

       

     .087  

CSE .001 .016 .011 0   

       

Condition -.122 .068 -.278 .084   

       

Age -.049 .069 -.111 .013   

     .281 .194* 

CSE*Age -.001 .029 -.006 0   

       

CSE*Condition .008 .029 .038 .002   

       

Age*Condition -.381 .129 -.435** .25   

     .299 .018 

CSE*Age*Condition .054 .059 .137 .025   

       

       

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01 
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Task # 1 

Step 1, 2, 3 … 

JOL 

Task # 2 

Step 1, 2, 3… 

JOL 

 

Task # 1 

Step 1, 2, 3 … 

Task # 2 

Step 1, 2, 3… 

JOL: Task #1 

JOL: Task #2 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1:  Immediate and Delayed JOL Training Phases 
 
Participants made twenty Judgments of Learning at different intervals during training 
depending on their assigned conditions.  They were made independently after learning and 
practicing one task (Immediate JOL) or sequentially after two the learning and practice of two 
tasks (Delayed JOL).   
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Figure 2:  JOL Study Program: Training Phase 
 
Participants completed the steps in each task on the computer using the manuals provided 
by the experimenter.  The title at the top of the screen on the computer mimicked those 
displayed in the manual.  After completing the task correctly with the manual, participants 
clicked the ―Practice‖ button located in the lower left hand corner of the screen to begin their 
practice phase. 
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Figure 3:  JOL Study Program: Practice Phase 
 
Participants were provided with time to practice the task they had just learned as many times 
as they were able or cared to within the 1.5 minutes they were given.  After each completion 
of the current task, participants were clicked the ―Reload‖ button located in the lower left 
hand corner of the screen to refresh the current Quicken file so that they might practice it 
again.  When the time allotted was up, the program closed the current file and either opened 
a new one or asked the participant to make a JOL. 
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Figure 4:  JOL Study Program: JOL Cue 
 
Participants made confidence judgment about how well they would perform the current task 
during the testing session.  Participants typed their answers (ranging from 0-100) into the text 
box provided and then clicked ―OK‖. 
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Figure 5:  Overall accuracy by JOL condition 
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Figure 6:  Percent task accuracy by JOL condition 
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Figure 7:  Calibration by age by condition 
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Figure 8:  Calibration curves for younger adults 
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Figure 9:  Calibration curves for older adults  
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APPENDIX  A 
 

TRAINING MATERIALS 
 
 

Training Phase Introduction & Goals: 
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Three-step Tasks: 
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Four-step Tasks: 
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APPENDIX  B 
 

IRB APPROVAL LETTER 
 
 

 
Office of the Vice President For Research Human 
Subjects Committee  
Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742  

(850) 644-8633· FAX (850) 644-4392  

APPROVAL MEMORANDUM  

Date: 5/14/2009 To:  
Neil Chamess MC 1270  

Dept.: PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT  

From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair  

 Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research  

CREATE II - Project 2  

The forms that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in the proposal referenced above 

have been reviewed by the Human Subjects Committee at its meeting on 5/13/2009. Your project was approved by 

the Committee.  

The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to weigh the risk to the 
human participants and the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk and benefit. This approval does not replace 
any departmental or other approvals which may be required.  

If the project has not been completed by 511212010 you must request renewed approval for continuation of 

the project  

You are advised that any change in protocol in this project must be approved by resubmission of the project to the 

Committee for approval. The principal investigator must promptly report, in writing, any unexpected problems causing 

risks to research subjects or others.  

By copy of this memorandum, the chairman of your department and/or your major professor is reminded that he/she is 
responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving human subjects in the department, and should 
review protocols of such investigations as often as needed to insure that the project is being conducted in compliance 
with our institution and with DHHS regulations.  

This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The Assurance 
Number is IRB00000446.  

cc: C. Kelley  
HSC No. 2009.0390-R  
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APPENDIX  C 
 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
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